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THE SCIENCE OF SKIN CARE EXISTS WITHIN NATURE, 
AND REQUIRES MINIMAL HUMAN INTERVENTION

Handmade in small batches in the USA with greater than 70% organic content.

No parabens, SLS, or harmful chemicals, artificial colors or fragrances.
Ethically-sourced, socially-responsible, eco-friendly and cruelty-free.



OM4 took root in a small farming community in 
Wisconsin, was nurtured in the Pacific Northwest 
and took flight in the Colorado Rockies.

PRECISION SKIN SOLUTIONS 4 MEN

 OM4 skin type and condition-specific face care is 
an industry first in creating easy, effective, color-coded 
systems, designed to address the unique biological 
characteristics of male skin.

 Age prevention is easier than age correction. Each 
of the 4 individual steps target specific grooming needs 
while the combined system synergyistically helps prevent 
the onset of premature aging.

 OM4’s simplistic, easy-to-navigate regiMENs require less 
than 4 minutes to apply. Fast and effective, OM4 precision 
skin solutions take the guess work out of finding products 
ideally suited to you. 

 The differences between male and female skin are undeniable. 
OM4 advanced formulations account for the biological 
and gender specific grooming realities men face.

WHAT FOLKS ARE SAYING ABOUT OM4 

“Taking men’s skincare by storm.”
 -The New York Times 

“Innovative line of products.”
 -Health & Fitness Sports Magazine

“Using OM4 is really the only way to start your day.”
 -Stephan Martin, Splash Magazine

“I trust this product and support them completely for 
their intelligent awareness of their ingredients and their 
professional integrity.”
-Vincent Lipe

“Food grade natural, organic, and biodynamic botanicals 
yield OM4’s distinctive results.”
-Joseph Deacetis

A JOURNEY OF INNOVATION 

Mike Bruggeman, OM4 
Founder & CEO, was born 

and raised on an organic dairy 
farm in Wisconsin.

Watergrass Day Spa in La 
Conner, Washington was the 
green site for Organic Male.

Organic Male, the first skin 
type- and condition-specific 

men’s skin care line was 
launched in 2010.

Today, OM4 calls Silverthorne, 
Colorado home.
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WASH
Men’s skin is 20% oilier than women’s due to testosterone. Step 1 cleansers are precision 

formulated to naturally remove excess grease and oil, without drying the skin.

BALANCE
Male skin is prone to shaving related skin concerns and conditions. Step 2 pH balancing 
splashes calm sensitivity and replenish the skin’s shaving-compromised immune system.

BIOACTIVATE
Male skin is up to 30% thicker, with larger pores, and smaller oil glands. Step 3 serums 
deliver a daily dose of essential age-delaying vitamins, antioxidants and Omega 3’s.

MOISTURIZE
Environmental defense is a universal need. Step 4 matte moisturizers lock in serum benefits, 

prevent dehydration, and combat cellular entropy caused by harsh urban and  
extreme outdoor environments

THE CORE SYSTEMS
4 PRODUCTS | 4 STEPS | 4 MINUTES | 4 MEN
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OILY
EFFECTIVE FOR PROBLEM OR BLEMISHED SKIN & SHINE THAT DEVELOPS THROUGHOUT THE DAY

ONE TYPE NEVER FITS ALL

To eliminate the guess work and assist you in efficiently navigating our products, 
we have created the OM4 Virtual DerMANalysis app. In less that 4 minutes 
and 4 screens you will discover a personalized skin regimen that will ensure 

you look and feel your best every day.

OM4MEN.COM/VIRTUAL-DERMANALYSIS

All male skin is not created equal and OM4 is the first U.S. product line to build a company 
around that simple fact. Our 16 core products in four color-coded skin type-specific regiMENs 
can be mixed and matched to create precision solutions for every male skin concern. Fast, simple 
and effective, OM4’s individual products target specific grooming challenges while the combined 
systems work synergistically to prevent the onset of premature aging or correct existing issues.

NORMAL
EFFECTIVE FOR CLEAR, NON GREASY & COMBINATION SKIN

SENSITIVE

STEP 1 
MARINE MINERAL 
& GREEN TEA GEL WASH
Calm and soften the skin 
with this phytonutrient-rich 
gel cleanser that deeply 
hydrates with a soothing 
blend of ocean botanicals 
and Green Tea.

STEP 2
SOOTHING OCEAN 
MINERAL SPLASH
Cool and calm your skin 
with this refreshing marine 
mineral after cleansing or 
shaving splash that soothes 
sensitive, hyperreactive 
skin. Alcohol free.

STEP 3
PHYTONUTRIENT 
CELLULAR REPAIR SERUM
Infuse the skin with 
vitamins, antioxidants and 
inflammation-intercepting 
botanicals designed to 
treat redness, sensitivity 
and shaving irritation. 

STEP 4
SEA ESSENTIALS 
CALMING MOISTURIZER
Moisturize with Spirulina, 
Kelp and Dulse which 
mimic the skin’s chemistry 
for superior absorption 
and soothing results. 

EFFECTIVE FOR SHAVING-RELATED SENSITIVITIES, IRRITATION, BURNING & REDNESS (ROSACEA)

systems work synergistically to prevent the onset of premature aging or correct existing issues.

STEP 4
SEA ESSENTIALS 

and soothing results. 

DRY
EFFECTIVE FOR DRY, FLAKING & MATURE, SUN-DAMAGED SKIN

STEP 1
GREEN CLAY 
CLARIFYING CLEANSER
Detoxify the skin and 
obliterate shine and oil 
with this green mineral 
clay cleansing mousse. 
Echinacea, Tea Tree and 
Violet provide relief for 
problem skin conditions.

STEP 2
PURIFYING 
pH BALANCER
Feel the immediate calm 
of this potent antiseptic 
and antibacterial skin 
tonic and aftershave 
splash, designed to 
minimize pores and fight 
problem skin conditions.

STEP 3
VITAMIN A 
REGULATING SERUM
Permeate the deepest 
layers of the skin and 
provide a daily dose of 
vitamins, antioxidants and 
amino acids to balance 
and clear the complexion.

STEP 4
WEIGHTLESS 
EQUALIZING MOISTURE 
COMPLEX
Slow oil production 
by keeping you skin 
hydrated with this 
lightweight, matte finish, 
balancing moisturizer.

STEP 1
DESERT SUCCULENT 
HYDRATING CLEANSER
Hydrate and brighten dry, 
dehydrated and mature 
skin with this creamy and 
calming Calendula, Sage 
and Sea Buckthorn Oil-
based cleanser. 

STEP 2
DESERT SPRINGS 
pH BALANCER
Splash on and inhale the 
desert with an aromatic 
blend of drought-resistant 
botanicals that naturally 
hydrate and calm sun 
damaged and dry skin.

STEP 3
WARM SANDS 
BOTANICAL 
YOUTH SERUM
Brighten and revitalize dry, 
mature or sun damaged 
skin with an oxygenating 
blend of Licorice, Ginger 
and Stoneroot.

STEP 4
THIRST QUENCHING 
MOISTURE COMPLEX
Help prevent photo-
againg with a blend of 
drought-tolerant desert 
botanicals that naturally 
retain moisture and hydrate 
without heaviness.

STEP 1 
MICROBLENDED 
BIONUTRIENT 
FACE WASH
Minimize character lines 
and pores with a micro-
blend of antioxidant-rich 
berries and amino acid- 
fortified grains that intercept 
aging at its source.

STEP 2
SURFACE REFINING 
pH BALANCER
Splash on this calming, 
age-delaying tonic after 
cleansing or shaving to 
reinforce the skin’s natural 
immune function, calm 
shaving irritation and 
prevent ingrown hairs.

STEP 3
AGE-DEFYING 
ANTIOXIDANT SERUM
Saturate your skin with 
a daily does of red (line 
reducing) and purple 
(free radical-scavenging) 
antioxidants that fight 
environmental stress and 
premature aging.

STEP 4
ENVIRONMENTAL 
DEFENSE HYDRATION 
COMPLEX
Lock in moisture with 
this lightweight blend of 
wine polyphenols, berries 
and grains; the perfect 
Belgian ale for your skin.
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THE ENCORE COLLECTION
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TARGETED SOLUTIONS 4 SKIN ISSUES THAT ARE UNIQUELY MALE



Enjoy these unique products to augment the effectiveness of OM4’s core skin care system.

RESURFACE
CITRUS BAMBOO 
RESURFACING SCRUB
Expose your handsomeness 
with a blend of natural 
glycolics, Hibiscus, Neroli 
and Bamboo. The perfect 
solution for retexturing the 
skin, minimizing pores 
and helping prevent 
ingrown hairs. 

SHAVE 
SOOTHING HERBAL 
SHAVE EMULSION
Experience the perfect 
4-in-1 shave. Our preshave 
oil + shaving cream + 
hydrating masque + anti-
redness treatment softens 
the beard, boosts moisture 
and protects against 
immune barrier damage.

REFINE
RADICAL FINE 
LINE ERASER EYE GEL
Minimize character lines, 
brighten dark circles and 
reduce puffiness with this 
instantly cooling, amino 
acid-fortified eye gel.

PREVENT
EYEBRIGHT AGE DEFYING 
MOISTURE COMPLEX 
Dramatically reduce 
dark circles, puffiness 
and character lines 
with OM4’s exfoliating 
eye cream. Elderflower, 
Eyebright and Cucumber 
calm inflammation and 
oxygenate to lift the 
skin while you sleep. 
Exceptional day cream 
for dry or mature skin.

PROTECT
SUN SECURE 
MINERAL SPF 30
Interrupt sun-induced 
oxidative stress and 
collagen degradation 
with OM4’s dual-function 
natural broad spectrum 
mineral SPF and 
brightening treatment.

INVIGORATE
HEALING HERBAL 
ANTIFUNGAL 
FOOT TREATMENT 
Revive tired feet and 
deeply hydrate cracked 
heels. Active men will 
appreciate this invigorating 
and highly moisturizing 
anti-fungal foot cream.

RECOVER
BAO-BALM LIP THERAPY
Treat your lips to the 
regenerative effects 
of ethically-sourced 
Tanzanian Baobab Oil, 
the definitive antidote 
for chapped, dry skin. 
This miracle healing balm 
is also great for cuts, 
burns and bug bites. 

BRIGHTEN
INTENSELY HYDRATING 
HAND CREAM
Hands reveal age often 
more than the face. 
Defend against the 
elements with OM4’s 
deliciously hydrating and 
brightening hand cream.

GET SPECIFIC
Encore’s tailored solutions supplement your 
4-step system by targeting specific issues 
that are uniquely male. From our perennially 
popular classic shave to an SPF that not 
only protects against photo-aging, but also 
brightens existing sun damage.

SOOTHING HERBAL 
HEALING HERBAL 



RESTORATION Rx
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GREEN SCIENCE RESTORATIVE TREATMENTS 4 MEN



CONTROL
OIL BALANCING 
& BREAKOUT BREW 
Obliterate shine, minimize pores 
and balance your skin with OM4’s 
most powerful problem skin solution. 
High Alpine Willow Herb and Mastic 
Tree Resin help reduce blackheads by 
up to 40% and microcysts by 28%.

FORTIFY
AGE-DEFYING BOTANICAL 
STEM CELL CONCENTRATE 
Live plant stem cells are suspended 
in OM4’s first lightweight, oil-based 
serum. Designed to help reduce 
wrinkles, firm and densify the skin. 
Use this as a night or intensive day 
serum for dehydrated and mature 
skin. Also an amazing beard oil.

INTERCEPT
ANCIENT ALCHEMY: 
AGE ARRESTING ELIXIR
Defer aging with Paracress (a natural 
Botox alternative) and vitamin C from 
Australia’s famed Kakadu Plum. Old 
world wisdom meets advanced green 
science in this rare blend of Chinese 
herbs and unconventional superactives 
that intercept aging at its source. 

PERFECT
HIGH ALPINE 
BRIGHTENING ISOLATE 
Photoaging and sun damage are 
common active lifestyle concerns. 
Delay father time and brighten the 
skin with a unique cocktail of Citrus 
Stem Cells, Lupine Peptides and 
Swiss alpine botanicals. 

SOOTHE
REDOUT: SENSITIVITY 
RELIEF SOLUTION
Pollution, urban living and 
continuous exposure to our 
less-than-optimal environment 
has led to an increase in skin 
sensitivity. Eczema, rosacea, 
and inflammation-based skin 
conditions are positively impacted 
by embryonic extracts of Caper 
Bud, Fractionated Oat Kernel, 
Calendula and Gingko.

CL INICALLY ADVANCED GREEN SCIENCE
On the cutting edge of green chemistry, Restoration Rx targets the toughest male skin concerns 
and delivers immediate and noticeable results. This serum’s small molecule delivery system 
penetrates to the lower level of the dermis 
to feed and nourish the skin from the inside 
out. OM4’s five condition-specific night 
and/or intensive day treatments restore 
the skin to a natural healthy status while 
providing ongoing preventative maintenance.

Three years of research led to this series of precision-honed men’s products
that push green science and active ingredient delivery innovation to new heights.

INTERCEPT
ANCIENT ALCHEMY: 
AGE ARRESTING ELIXIR
Defer aging with Paracress (a natural 
Botox alternative) and vitamin C from 
Australia’s famed Kakadu Plum. Old 
world wisdom meets advanced green 
science in this rare blend of Chinese SOOTHE

CLINICALLY ADVANCED GREEN SCIENCE
On the cutting edge of green chemistry, Restoration Rx targets the toughest male skin concerns 
and delivers immediate and noticeable results. This serum’s small molecule delivery system 

to feed and nourish the skin from the inside 

providing ongoing preventative maintenance.



SERIES SMSERIES SM
ADVANCED DUAL FUNCTION SHAVE MASKS 4 MEN

SERIES SM
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ELEVATE YOUR SHAVE FROM SIMPLE MECHANICS
Research shows that only 3% of men 
will take time to apply a mask for 
correcting even the most annoying 
skin concern. OM4 has created 4 
targeted treatments—multi-functional 
skin type-specific shave masks. When 
time is of the essence and looking your 
best imperative, choose Series SM.

ELEVATE YOUR SHAVE FROM SIMPLE MECHANICS

time is of the essence and looking your 

GREEN SCIENCE + LUXURIOUS TEXTURES + CUTTING EDGE INGREDIENTS = ADVANCED SKIN CONDITIONING & CARE

HOW TO USE: Apply after cleansing to the beard area or full face as a skin treatment. Rinse as usual. 

NORMAL
SHAVE MASK
FREE RADICAL 
DEFENSE CREAM
Packed with an antioxidant-
rich micro blend of exotic 
berries and amino acid-
fortified grains, this creamy 
age-delaying shave mask 
wages all-out war on free 
radicals. Coffee, Burdock, 
Goji, Mangosteen, Noni, 
Hops and Blackberry Seed 
Oil are blended into a 
luxurious protective shave 
cream that intercepts aging 
at its source and help turn 
back the hands of time.

DRY
SHAVE MASK
ADVANCED 
AGE-INTERCEPTING 
HYDRATION BUTTER
Dehydration and sun 
damage are common 
problems in extreme 
environments and become 
progressively evident with 
aging. Drench your skin in 
an exotic blend of tropical 
oils and fruit seed butters 
that brighten the skin, 
mitigate sun damage 
and increase hydration 
for up to 72 hours after 
each use. 

SENSITIVE
SHAVE MASK
SOOTHING 
SENSITIVITY RELIEF GEL
Reduce inflammation by 
up to 50% with a calming 
blend of advanced green 
science actives. Malachite 
imparts a light blue color to 
this creamy shave gel and 
anti-redness mask. OM4’s 
signature MoistureLockTM 
cumulatively increases 
skin hydration by up to 
32.5% in 20 days or less. 

OILY
SHAVE MASK
PURIFYING 
OIL CONTROL MUD 
A soothing and oil-
absorbing mud provides 
a close shave while 
addressing problem skin 
conditions. Clarify the 
skin and obliterate shine 
while minimizing pores 
and breakouts with a rich 
blend of volcanic ash, St. 
John’s Wort, Burdock and 
rare high alpine botanicals.



THE MECHANICS OF GOOD GROOMING
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BEST PRACTICE SHAVING AND PRODUCT APPLICATION TIPS 4 MEN



STEP 1: STEAM, CLEANSE 
& SOFTEN THE BEARD
Shave in the shower for optimal 
results. The natural steam + your 
favorite OM4 face wash combine 
to soften the beard and prepare 
the skin for the best possible shave. 
Note: if exfoliating do so after 
cleansing and before shaving.

STEP 2: ELEVATE YOUR SHAVE
While in the shower, apply your 
OM4 shave product and allow 
to rest for five minutes. Skin type-

specific shave masks soften the 
beard and treat annoying skin 
conditions while shaving. Apply 
to the whole face for best results.

STEP 3: GO WITH THE FLOW
Start with a sharp blade, pull the 
skin taught and with firm pressure 
shave in the direction of the beard 
growth. Shaving against the grain 
is the leading cause of ingrown 
hairs. Rinse blades frequently and 
use as few strokes as possible to 
accomplish your shave.

STEP 4: RINSE
Rinse you skin thoroughly under 
the shower or with warm water if 
at the sink. Splash on cool water 
to close pores and refine the skin. 
Finish with OM4 leave-on products 
(Steps 2, 3, & 4) to complete your 
best practice grooming routine.

T IPS 4 THE PERFECT SHAVE

OM4 PRODUCT APPLICATION TIPS
Remember with spa grade professional products less is more!

STEP 1 CLEANSERS
Squeeze a nickel sized amount into 
your palm, add water, massage 
over face and neck while in the 
shower or at the sink. Rinse off.

STEP 2 AFTER SHAVE SPLASH
Gently shake, don’t squeeze, 
a quarter sized amount into 
your palm and splash on face 
and neck. Leave on.

STEP 3 & RX SERUMS
Squirt two pumps into your palm, 
rub between hands and apply to 
face and neck. Leave on.

STEP 4 MOISTURIZERS & SPF
Rub just a pea size amount 
between your palms, warming 
up the product, and apply evenly 
to face and neck. A little goes 
a long way. Leave on. 

EYE PRODUCTS
Apply just a half pump to the 
tip of your finger and gently 
tap around the entire eye area. 

RESURFACE FACE SCRUB
After cleansing, squeeze a quarter 
size amount into your palm and 
gently scrub entire face and neck. 
Leave on for five minutes, then rinse 
off. Use two/three times a week.

There are many opinions on male shaving methods. 
At OM4, we’ve done considerable research to identify the best practice daily shave.
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